August 2019 Book Report

- **Virginia**: *Dying to Be Me: My Journey from Cancer, to Near Death, to True Healing* by Anita Moorjani, *Then She Was Gone* by Lisa Jewell
- **Peggy**: *A Gentleman in Moscow* by Amor Towles, *Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis* by J.D. Vance
- **Mary**: *Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life* by Barbara Kingsolver
- **Cindy**: *Big Little Lies*, *Nine Perfect Strangers* by Liane Moriarty
- **Kathy G**: *Her Daughter's Mother* by Daniela Petrova, *Dark Tribute* by Iris Johansen, *Surfside Sisters* by Nancy Thayer
- **Judy**: *Unsheltered* by Barbara Kingsolver
- **Deb**: *A Gentleman in Moscow* by Amor Towles, *Where the Crawdads Sing* by Delia Owens
  - **Allison**: *The Art of Hearing Heartbeats*, *A Well-Tempered Heart* by Jan-Philipp Sendker
- **Andrea**: *Isaac's Storm: A Man, a Time, and the Deadliest Hurricane in History* by Erik Larson, *Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis* by J.D. Vance
- **Kathy P.**: *The Neapolitan Novels* by Elena Ferrante, Ann Goldstein
- **Nancy**: *The Nickel Boys* by Colson Whitehead, *The Lost Man* by Jane Harper
- **Lori**: *The Nickel Boys* by Colson Whitehead
- **Barbara**: *Where the Crawdads Sing* by Delia Owens, *The Swans of Fifth Avenue* by Melanie Benjamin

**Chirp**

Thank you Barbara! One of the many advantages of being in a book club is info that is shared not only about books but about how to get them. We love Book Bub. There are new ebooks (not current best sellers) and past best sellers—from free to $2.99. Now they have an audio service. Check it out all you listeners of books who don’t want pay a lot of money for them!